
Upper Blackrock Spire (UBRS) Rough Strategy Guide
Silver Timer - 43:00

Room 1 - The Entrance Hall
There should be 7 packs (5 in rooms, 1 patrolling at the top of the stairs, one stationary at
the bottom of the stairs).
 Pull whole trash packs 1 at a time (no CC).
 Watch out for Shrapnel Nova (purple circle on ground).
 Guard the “Sentry Cannons” scattered around the room, Black Iron Leadbelchers will
try to activate them: use stuns, slows, knockbacks, etc. to stop them.

 Watch for Rallying Banner spawns. (Large banner appears with red circle on the
floor radiating out of it.) Switch to it and kill it ASAP or it will pull extra packs.

 Mind your positioning so you don’t pull extra packs.

Room 2 - Boss Room
There should be 7 Assistants (1 guarding each conduit).
 Pull all 7 together to form one easy pack.
 Some assistance with Misdirect/Barrage may be needed to gather them quickly.
 All 7 conduits must be clicked to activate the boss.
 The Boss activates when the final conduit is clicked, so one of the conduits next to
the ramp should be saved for last.

 Everyone else should move into position on the platform when all but 1 conduit is
clicked. I will give the countdown warning, click the final conduit to start the
encounter (at “0” on the countdown), and then run up the ramp.

Boss 1 (Orebender Gor’ashan)
Boss deploys a damage-reduction shield every 25% health and activates conduits that
need to be clicked to remove the shield. He activates 2 conduits at 75%, 4 conduits at
50%, and 6 conduits at 25%.
Conduit assignments and suggested routes are as follows, using class colors (see image
on next page).



In essence, if you have 2 conduits, simply go clockwise around the room until you hit the
ramp. Sheep should have time to click one and get back to the ramp before the second
pulse gets there (if not, follow the Pulse clockwise around the room). I will start at the
bottom (by the ramp) to cover Sheep and Braydenn until they get back (their route should
be shortest). After that I will move to the upper right corner and try to track Venoym and
Askevar for the remainder of their routes. As such, it’s important that you time your
jumps carefully and avoid Pulses as long as possible, since your healing coverage will be
delayed.
 Activated conduits will glow blue and have an arc of electricity connecting it with
the boss.

 If your conduits are not active, stay on the boss. Each active conduit reduces damage
by 14%, so he still takes some damage even through the shield stacks.

 If your conduit is active, you need to jump down and deactivate it.
 Wait for the Electric Pulse to pass by your target and then jump down right
behind it.

 Click your conduit(s) promptly (they have 1s channel time) and then return
to the platform.

 The boss will cast Lodestone Spikes to damage people who linger after the
shield drops.

 Lodestone Spikes (gray spikes sticking up from the floor) will push or pull
you if you run over or near them, slowing you down. Try to avoid them.

 Once you have clicked your conduit(s), follow the Pulse around the room
until you reach the ramp (don’t try to run through it).

 If you have a speed boost (other than Pack, because of the risk of dazing):
 You may find it useful to use it to get to your 2nd conduit and click it while
staying ahead of the Pulse.

 You can use it to help you get back more quickly, but don’t run into the
Electric Pulse ahead of you in your hurry.

 When he activates 4 conduits and 6 conduits it is possible (likely) that you will need
to click 2 conduits.

 If you cannot (or think you cannot) get the 2nd conduit without getting hit, it
is better to preemptively use a CD and let an orb hit you than to take
unmitigated damage from one.

 Electric Pulse damage will be fatal in 2-3 ticks if not mitigated. If you are
about to be hit, be ready to use a strong defensive CD and/or a healing
potion.

 The Pulse is spell damage, so whatever you have to counter that is a good
CD to use.

 It is especially useful if you can still click the conduit while your protection
is active. For example, Ice Block prevents any action while active.
Anti-Magic Shell should prevent most of the damage and allow you to click
while active.

 Unfortunately, I cannot have LoS on more than 2 of you at once because of
the room’s geometry. I will keep everyone as healed as I can, but my options
will be very limited as described above.

 Shrapnel Nova is an AoE that will hit everyone on the platform.



 Supposedly there is a sweet spot on the ramp or at the extreme edge of each
corner of the platform where you will not take damage.

 If you cannot find this sweet spot it’s no big deal, I can heal through it, just
make sure you are standing in my Healing Rain. I will try to keep it active
the entire fight.

 Blades of Steel hits hard and is pretty much chain-casted.
 There is a a chance that you may be hit once or twice by this while Askevar
is moving back into position after a shield phase. Be ready with a defensive
CD that negates physical damage if you have one, but make sure you have
something left for magical damage during the 6-conduit phase.

If we get past this point, the hardest part is over, but the rest still isn’t easy.

Room 2a - The Rookery
There should be 2 identical packs of 3 each spaced a little apart and then the 2nd boss.
 Pull whole trash packs 1 at a time (no CC).
 Priority is Alchemist, Engineer, Monstrosity.

 Alchemist puts Healing Serum on low-health enemy.
 Sheep will stay on current target and Spellsteal.
 I will watch secondary targets and Purge.

 Engineer casts Debilitating Ray.
 I should be able to interrupt or dispel most/all of these while the group
kills the engineer, but help out once you switch targets.

 Monstrosity casts Eruption.
 Don’t stand in the fire line.

 We will pull each pack separately, not chaining the remains of one into the next.

Boss 2 - Kyrak
The boss has 2 identical mini-bosses with him. Mark one as Skull and one as X.
 Priority is Monstrosity 1, Monstrosity 2, Boss.
 We will Hero on the pull to kill the adds ASAP.

 Monstrosity casts Eruption.
 Don’t stand in the fire line.

 Boss casts Debilitating Fixation.
 Interrupt all of them.

 Boss casts Vileblood Serum.
 Don’t stand in poison puddles.
 You can move while the thrown vial is in the air and avoid damage
completely if you move fast enough.

 Boss casts Salve of Toxic Fumes (poison effect).
 I cannot remove it, but Venoym can if his UI is set up for it.
 If you get it on you, stay away from others.

 Boss casts Rejuvenating Serum.
 I will Purge ASAP
 Spellsteal or Tranq Shot may also work.



Room 2b - The Rookery, top floor
We will run up the ramp in the back corner and onto the raised platform leading into the
next hallway. We will go past the first door, meeting outside the second door (on the left
side, as you’re facing it). There should be a pack of 4 orcs just inside the door at the top
of some stairs. There are also patrols nearby, be careful to avoid them. We will pull these
later. Waiting a few seconds for them to move away is just fine, we will have time.
Trash Pull 1:
 Askevar: Pull all 4 orcs back to the bottom of the stairs and LoS around the corner.
 Everyone else: wait at the bottom of the stairs (around the corner) for Askevar to get
the pack into position. DO NOT step into the doorway.

 Once all the mobs are in place, we will fall in behind them, making sure everyone
(even ranged) are within melee range of the Black Iron Elite at all times. (This
negates a nasty charge with a knockback.) It is now safe to be in the doorway.

 Priority is Elite then Veterans, but AoE is fine.
 Keep Elite targeted, interrupt Intimidating Shout (AoE fear).
 Veterans do frontal cone Smash, step aside to avoid it.
Trash Pull 2:
Once we have cleared that first pack, we will pull the patrols on the nearest side. There
should be a Siegebreaker (ogre) and a Dreadweaver, and possibly an extra Veteran.
 These, too, will pull to the bottom of the stairs and LoS around the corner.
 Dreadweaver does Shadowbolt Volley. Interrupt.
 Siegbreaker does Smash (moving frontal cone, goes forward in straight line), VERY
high damage and knockdown effect, step aside to avoid it.

 Siegbreaker does Frenzy (increases attack speed by 100%), Tranq Shot ASAP.
 Veterans do frontal cone Smash, step aside to avoid it.

Room 3 - The Hall of Blackhand
Now that we’ve cleared out a little space to work with, it should be safe to move into the
next room. There will be a pack of 4 orcs (3 Veterans and an Elite) on the far wall with a
Dreadweaver patroling between it and another pack. There are also 2 Siegebreakers
standing by the staircases leading to the boss room. On the platform midway up the stairs
there is another ogre patrolling back and forth.
Trash Pull 1:
 Pull the pack of 4 from the opposite wall, being careful to account for the
Dreadweaver patrol, which is a caster.

 Pull it all back towards the doorway where we started to give us extra room to work
with.

 Otherwise, this is the same as Room 2b, Trash Pull 1.
Trash Pull 2:
 Pull the 2 sentry ogres to the space near the doorway, being careful to avoid the one
that patrols on the platform above.We do not want to fight all 3 at once.

 Siegbreaker does Smash (moving frontal cone, goes forward in straight line), VERY
high damage and knockdown effect, step aside to avoid it.

 Siegbreaker does Frenzy (increases attack speed by 100%), Tranq Shot ASAP.
 Avoiding these mechanics becomes doubly important now that there are 2.
 Once the first Siegebreaker dies, we can pull the patrolling one so that we are



fighting 2 again.

Room 4a - Blackrock Stadium
Stay to the right as we move up the stairs, there is more trash against the left-hand wall.
On the platform at the top of the stairs, there will be a new pack of 4 mobs (2 Veterans, 1
Summoner, and 1 Dreadweaver).
 Priority is Dreadweaver, Summoner, Veterans, but AoE is fine.
 Dreadweaver casts Shadow Bolt Volley. Interrupt every time.
 Dreadweaver casts Shadow Bolt. Interrupt when possible.
 Summoner casts a portal to summon adds. I will target and interrupt him.
 Veterans do frontal cone Smash, step aside to avoid it.
 Once all 4 are dead, jump down into the boss pit.

Room 4b - Blackrock Stadium, lower floor
After we jump down there is a trash gauntlet and then the boss. We should plan on pulling
the trash gauntlet early with AoE. They do a scripted walk to the middle of the room
before they attack. The more damage we do on the way, the better. In the unfortunate
event of a wipe on this trash, the respawn point is the beginning, but our progress during
the trash gauntlet will be saved on a wave-by-wave basis.
 Wave 1 is 2 worgs and 2 Leadbelchers.

 Worgs do frontal cone Maul, stay out of it.
 Wave 2 is 2 Berserkers, 2 Dreadweavers, and a bunch of Whelplings.

 AoE stun on Whelps and AoE down before they get a chance to fly around.
 Dreadweaver casts Shadow Bolt Volley. Interrupt every time.
 Dreadweaver casts Shadow Bolt. Interrupt when possible.
 Dreadweaver casts Veil of Shadow. Dispel.
 Berserkers cast Frenzy (enrage). Tranq Shot
 Berserkers cast Rending Cleave (cleaving DoT). Melee group stay spread.

 Wave 3 is 2 Veterans, 2 Summoners, and 1 Engineer.
 Priority is Summoners, Engineer, Veterans.
 Summoners cast portal to summon adds. Interrupt.
 I will target and interrupt X while the group cleaves from Skull.
 Engineer casts Debilitating Ray. Interrupt/Dispel.
 Veterans do frontal cone Smash, step aside to avoid it.

 Wave 4 is Boss riding on Skyreaver.

Boss 3 - Commander Tharbek
After we finish off the trash gauntlet, the boss comes out riding on his skyreaver. He does
a lap of the room before it lands and he dismounts.
 Ranged: This is free DPS time, hit him as hard as you can before he lands.
 Melee/Tank: Try to get any DoTs you have ticking on him before he takes off to do
his lap and add whatever little amount of ranged DPS you can.

 Priority is Skyreaver, Boss
 Skyreaver does frontal cone fire breath. Hits VERY hard, step aside to avoid it.
 Skyreaver places poison puddle on floor. Don’t stand in it. (Disappears shortly.)
 Boss casts Iron Reaver (charge). Try to dodge to the side if you can. Fan out so it



doesn’t hit multiple targets.
 Boss casts Imbued Iron Axe. Slow-moving whirling axe (void zone). There will be
several up at once by the end of the fight. Stay out of them.

 Boss casts Iron Axe. Bleed effect. Use minor defensive CD if you have one.

Room 5 - Hallway
After we finish off the boss a gate opens at the back of the room. We follow the hallway
until we bump into a trash pack of 4 mobs (1 Groundshaker, 1 Worg, 1 Leadbelcher, and
1 Berserker).
 Pull all 4 as one pack (no CC) and tank them as far into the room as you can.
 Ranged will stay in the hallway to outrange the Groundshaker’s fear effect.
 Groundshaker casts Hammer Smash (moving frontal cone). Stay out of it.
 Groundshakers casts Intimidating Shout (AoE fear). Ranged stay back. I will cast
Tremor Totem to break it (CD permitting).

 Worgs do frontal cone Maul, stay out of it.

Room 6 - Drake/Whelp Cages
After we finish off that pack, we will go down the stairs and find another large group (3
Drake Keepers, 1 Whelp, and a Groundshaker). Everyone watch out for the 2 ogres to
the right as you come in the room. We don’t want to pull them yet.

 Pull all 5 as one pack (no CC) and tank them in the corner that was to the left of the
door as you came in.

 Priority is Groundshaker, Drake Keepers, Whelp
 Groundshaker casts Hammer Smash (moving frontal cone). Stay out of it.
 Groundshakers casts Intimidating Shout (AoE fear). Ranged stay back. I will cast
Tremor Totem to break it (CD permitting).

 Drake Keepers will break off and try to run to the cages. Stop them.
 We will use our AoE stun rotation on this pack.
 Braydenn will stand by a whelp cage and use CC if a Keeper gets too close.
 I will stand by the large drake and use CC if a Keeper gets too close.
 Askevar will use Death Grip to retrieve the one that heads toward the cage
by the ogre sentries.

 Sheep can CC one if somebody has a CD issue, but Poly heals its target so
we’ll use this as a last resort.

 I will try to remember Earthgrab Totem to root/slow the Keepers when they
run toward the cages.

 We can experiment with Army on this pull, but I fear the ghouls may pull the
ogres by the door.

 If Whelps get free, just AoE them down.
 DO NOT let them free the Drake. If you can only stop one, stop that one.

Once that pack is done, we will prepare for the 2 ogres by the door.
 Groundshaker casts Hammer Smash (moving frontal cone). Stay out of it.



 Groundshakers casts Intimidating Shout (AoE fear). Ranged stay back. I will cast
Tremor Totem to break it (CD permitting).

 We will use our stuns on this pack as soon as they come back up.

Room 7- Hordemar City (bridge)/ Boss 4 Ragewing the Untamed
I will need to drink and then we will begin the boss fight. Ragewing will fly up as soon as
somebody crosses into the middle of the bridge. There will be a short delay while he flies
up to meet you. Pre-pot during this period.

 Ragewing casts Engulfing Fire (fire breath attack that sweeps across bridge)
 Boss will face toward either Blue square or Green square and then spray fire
in an arc. To avoid, run to opposite area. (i.e. If he faces Blue, run to Green).

 Stand toward the middle of the bridge to make it easier to dodge (less
distance to run.

 White area should be relatively clear.
 Use speed boost if you have one.
 If you think you won’t make it, use a defensive CD.

 Ragewing casts Magma Spit (lava pool)
 Try to keep these in the red area and keep the white area free to run through.
 Ranged stay against red side of bridge.
 It’s best to start towards the outside (but not too far) and work towards the
center as the spit forces you to move so you end up in the middle when he
does the breath.

 Be prepared for the spit at the start of the fight and each dragon phase.
 Boss does first Whelp Phase at 70% (flies up and summons whelps)
 Ragewing casts Fire Storm while airborne (red circle, drops fireball on it)

 Dodge out of red circle if you can.
 Otherwise stay grouped up and make sure you are in Healing Rain.

 Whelps should be gathered up, stunned, and burned down ASAP.
 Boss does second Whelp Phase at 40% (same as first)
 After second whelp phase boss lands on bridge.

 Ranged, move to the ends of the I-beam to drop Magma Spit.
 Melee, be ready to move if Magma Spit drops in middle.



 Burning Rage can be removed by Tranq Shot.

Room 8 - Spire Throne
We will stay to the right-hand side of the room and clear a path across. Askevar may still
have a bleed effect from Ragewing, so make sure that drops off before we continue (I will
most likely need mana, anyway). There is a patrol that goes between the door and a pack
of 2 mobs. We will pull these together to make a pack of 4 (2 Flame Reavers, 1 Ironflight,
and 1 Wyrmcaller).
 Priority is Ironflight (drake), Wyrmcaller, Flame Reavers.
 Use AoE stun and damage rotations.
 Ironflight spits fire puddles. Stay out of them.
 Interrupt everything you can.

There is a pack of 3 before the final bridge (1 Flame Reaver, 1 Ironflight, and 1
Wyrmcaller).
 Pull the group back away from the bridge a little to avoid adding the bridge

patrol.
 Priority is Ironflight (drake), Wyrmcaller, Flame Reavers.
 Everything else same as previous pack.

There are 2 Rageguards patrolling the bridge into the Molten Span.
 Pull the group back off of the bridge and into the space cleared by killing the

previous pack.
 Mark one with Skull and cleave off of it.
 Rageguards cast Shockwave (4s stun in a frontal cone). Step aside.
 Rageguards cast Shattering Smash (armor debuff). Use defensive CD to survive.

Boss 5 - Warlord Zaela
Final boss of the instance. Here we go, guys.

Phase 1:
 Pretty much a tank and spank.
 Warlord Zaela cast Rebounding Axe (ranged cleave).

 Spread out to avoid bounces to extra targets.
 Warlord Zaela casts Black Iron Cyclone.

 Fixates target and chases after them.
 Lead her away from party.
 Stay away from Whirlwind.

Phase 2:
 “Run Away!!!”
 At ~60% HP, Warlord Zaela flees and summons 3 Wyrmrider adds.
 Wyrmriders cast Chain Pull (acts like Death Grip)
 Wyrmriders cast Dragon Roar (AoE knockback and damage)
 We will use Hero here to burn them down ASAP.
 At this point drakes start shooting fire into the platform (detailed description later).
Phase 3:



 “Ready or Not, Here She Comes!”
 A short while later Zaela returns, whether you killed the adds or not. We want them
dead by then.

 Drakes continue to spew fire onto the platform.
 We will need to continue to dodge Iron Cyclone and spread for Rebounding Axe
throws while dodging fire.

A note on the drakes and fire:
I figured something out that might help us. Imagine the platform as a grid with letters
across the top and numbers across the side. (image below).

 A drake will land at A, B, or C and spew fire down the entire column.
 A drake will land at 1, 2, or 3 and spew fire across the entire row.
 It is best to angle your camera so that you can so both edges where the drakes land.
 Drakes come 1 at a time, alternating between columns and rows, but are spaced
tightly enough that you will have to dodge one flame blast before the previous one
finishes.

 Drakes will not choose the same column/row in consecutive trips.
 Example: If fire is going down column A, the next column selected will be B
or C; A will not be chosen.

 If you pick out a corner and stay near the middle of an intersection of four squares
(example, the location marked by the black dot), you will never have to travel far to
avoid the drakes, because at least one of the 4 squares in that corner will be safe
(shown in green). The same holds true for all 4 corners.

 Example: If fire is going down column A and across row 2, then square B3
is safe, simply step into it and you’re done.

 You can use this knowledge to figure out safe zones in advance if you are fast
enough.

 Example: If fire is going down column A and across row 2, then square A2
will be safe on the next set of drakes, since neither column A nor row 2 will
be selected on the next pass.


